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Good Night, and Good Luck. Dir. by George
Clooney. Prod. by Grant Heslov. Warner Independent Pictures, 2005. 93 mins.

In Good Night, and Good Luck, director
George Clooney and screenwriter Grant Heslov employ the 1954 confrontation between

tation with McCarthy, which began with an
investigation into the case of Milo Radulovic,

who was forced out of the U.S. Air Force due

to allegations about the possibly Communist
politics of his father and sister. Asserting that

action based on unsubstantiated charges was a
danger to American democracy, Murrow de-

nounced McCarthy in a March 9, 1954, See

It Now broadcast. About a month later, Mc-

Carthy replied, casting aspersions on Murrow's
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almost appears to be an allegorical commentary on the topic of gay marriage, detracting
from the major political discourse of the film.

Murrow's message, which Clooney wants
to emphasize, is best captured in the reporter's
comment that "one cannot defend freedom

Travel Channel. Ives is a lesson in and of him-

self. He brought to the project an East Coast
sensibility, which led it astray from the begin-

ning. He and his staff had an ahistorical vision of the city in their minds from the start,

and that skewed image led to one indefensible

choice after another.

Unlike other episodes in the American Experience series, Las Vegas tosses aside historians
in favor of faux experts who simply mirror the
filmmaker's sensibility. People who do not un-

derstand Las Vegas and its complicated history serve as narrators; those who really know
abroad by deserting it at home." Any doubts
something get bit parts. We endure the film
about the film's connections with the present critic David Thomson and the architectural
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repeatedly since he was a child. The film uses
analysis Clooney is a serious filmmaker seeking
Cooper, a left-wing journalist, to tell Las Veto use the past to illuminate the present.
gas's history, while excising excellent historians
such as Michael Green, a history professor at
Ron Briley
the Community College of Southern Nevada,
Sandia Preparatory School
and reducing the eminent Eugene Moehring, a
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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